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ABSTRACT

Objective. To estimate the incidence, mortality and five-year survival of endometrial carcinoma in Manizales
for the period 2003-2017. Materials and methods. Observational, retrospective, population-based study,
descriptive in scope. Incidence and mortality rates were adjusted by the direct method using the Segi world
population as reference. Passive and active follow-up of the cases was carried out until completing 60 months
or until the follow-up closing date. Survival was estimated using Kaplan-Meier functions and Cox models.
Results. 210 incident cases were observed in a population of 214.928 women. The average age at diagnosis was
61 years. The most frequent histological type was endometrioid, well differentiated. Most of the patients were
affiliated to the contributory health insurance scheme and belonged to the middle socioeconomic level. The
age-adjusted incidence rate was 5.7 new cases per 100,000 woman-years. Seventy-five deaths were identified,
with greater mortality between 65-69 and 75-79 age groups. Overall survival was 95.1% at 12 months and
83.8% at 60 months. Statistically significant differences were found in survival in favor of epithelial histology,
early stages at the time of diagnosis, and age at diagnosis less than 60 years. Conclusions: Manizales follows the
global pattern of rise in the age-adjusted incidence rate. Mortality is like that reported in other countries in the
region. In Manizales, endometrial cancer survival was higher in patients with early diagnosis, less than 60 years
of age, and with endometrioid histology.
Keywords: Colombia; Vital Statistics; Endometrioid adenocarcinoma; Endometrial neoplasms; Epidemiology;
Incidence; Mortality; Survival, Populations records; Prevention and Control (source: MeSH NLM).
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According to Globocan (1), by 2020 more than 417,000 women were diagnosed with uterine
cancer worldwide. Cancer of the uterine corpus is often referred to as endometrial cancer
(EC) because more than 90% of cases originate in the endometrium (2). Prognostic factors for
EC include age >60 years, histologic type, histologic grade, and staging at diagnosis (3,4).
In Colombia, incidence figures for EC differ according to the source. Estimates from the
National Cancer Institute (INC), based on mortality data from the National Administrative
Department of Statistics (DANE), report an age-adjusted incidence rate (AAIR) of 3.9 cases
per 100,000 women-years (5). However, population-based cancer registries show higher figures
with AAIR per 100,000 women-years ranging from 4.7 in Pasto (6) to 6.0 in Manizales (7) during
the five-year period 2003-2007. Due to this discrepancy in incidence figures, it is necessary to
update the reports with internationally comparable data.
The city of Manizales has the Manizales Population Cancer Registry (RPCa-M) which
monitors the behavior of malignant neoplasms occurring in the resident population of the
municipality and is indexed in the International Agency for Research on Cancer as a highquality population-based registry with regional coverage (8). So far, a detailed analysis of the
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epidemiological behavior of EC has not been published,
especially regarding survival from this cancer in Manizales.
Descriptive studies such as this one allows us to understand
the epidemiological behavior of the event and its risk factors
in the local context, overcoming the limitations of traditional
national estimates that hide the variability present within
countries; likewise, having our own population-based data
allows us to evaluate the performance of the healthcare
system as a whole and to explore possible inequities as well
as delay in access to healthcare according to the type of
health insurance and socioeconomic level.
These data provide elements for adjusting specific
programs within the framework of the Plan for Cancer
Control in Colombia (9). The aim of our study was to
estimate the incidence, mortality and 5-year survival rate of
endometrial cancer in the population residing in Manizales
during the period 2003- 2017.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Population

KEY MESSAGES
Motivation for the study: Data on endometrial cancer in
Colombia are insufficient. Epidemiological indicators of this
event in the population of Manizales are constructed as an
input to analyze the performance of the health system and the
strategies for the control of this type of cancer in the country.
Main findings: In Manizales, incidence and mortality rates for
endometrial cancer are low; eight out of ten patients survive to
five years and survival is higher in women under 60 years of age,
with early diagnosis and with tumors with epithelial histology.
Implications: It is necessary to enssure timely diagnosis to
improve survival.

Data on deaths
We accessed the website of the official database of deaths
published by DANE

. The filters for department of

(12)

residence (Caldas=017) and municipality of residence

We conducted a descriptive, population-based, retrospective

(Manizales=001) were applied to the national database,

study.

followed by the filter for the basic cause of death=C541.

The RPCa-M monitors the entire population residing in
the urban and rural areas located inside the jurisdiction
of the municipality of Manizales, estimated for 2018 at
434,403 inhabitants, of whom 229,296 are women and, of
these, 124,499 are aged 35 years or older, according to the
National Population and Housing Census

. At the half

(10)

of the analyzed period (year 2010), the female population
in Manizales was 214,928 women according to the official
DANE back projections. All incident cases recorded by the
RPCa-M and deaths reported by DANE between January 1,
2003 and December 31, 2017 were included.

Procedures
Data on incident cases
Incident cases were obtained from the RPCa-M database
using as a filter, the topographic code “C541” of the
International Classification of Diseases for Oncology,
3rd edition, first revision. We included only cases of
“endometrial cancer” and excluded tumors of the isthmus
and uterine corpus not located in the endometrium. Staging

Population data
Population data were obtained from the back projections
(2003-2017) published by DANE

(13)

and disaggregated by

calendar year, sex, and 18 five-year age groups (0 to 85 and
older).
Survival estimates
The cases were followed up for a period of 60 months or until
the closing date of follow-up (March 31, 2021) to identify
the event of interest (death due to EC). The vital status of the
patients was obtained by passive follow-up using the virtual
health insurance platforms (Single Database of Affiliates
-BDUA-, Administradora de los Recursos del Sistema
General de Seguridad Social en Salud-ADRES-) and the
National Registrar’s Office. Subsequently, the date and cause
of death of the deceased were verified in the death certificates
available in the Unified Registry of Affiliates - Births and
Deaths (RUAF-ND) platform of the departmental health

was stablished for each patient based on the FIGO 2018

authority, which allowed us to have estimates of survival by

. Information on sociodemographic, histologic,

specific cause. Survival analysis began with the 210 incident

and clinical characteristics of the cases was collected from

cases registered during the study period. We found 134

the RPCa-M database and medical records.

patients alive, 75 deceased and one patient lost to follow-

criteria

(11)
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up (0.5% of the total number of cases). Thirty-one patients
were identified as having died from EC, 32 from another
cause; for 11 deceased patients we did not obtain data on
the cause of death. In the survival analysis, only deaths due
to endometrial cancer were considered as events; the other
cases were treated as censored.

Study variables
Age, histological type, type of health insurance, socioeconomic
status and clinical stage were analyzed as predictors of survival
(3)
. We established the cut-off point at 60 years for age based on
other studies (2,4,14). The socioeconomic status of the dwelling
was used as an indicator of social position. In Colombia, this
indicator is defined in categories from one to six, according to the
characteristics of the dwellings, where one and two correspond to
the “low” socioeconomic level, three and four to “medium”, and
five and six to “high” (15).
The health insurance system in Colombia (which also applies
to the municipality of Manizales) is funded by contributions
from workers and employers (contributory regime). A small
proportion (<5%) of the population working in certain
public sectors has plans under the so-called “special or
exceptional regime”. The less favored population is covered
by a subsidized system, supported through taxes (16). The
RPCa-M records information on patients from all insurance
plans and even the population not covered by health
insurance; the data for this variable were verified case by
case in the public databases of the Colombian health system.

Statistical analysis
Analyses were carried out using Microsoft Excel and Stata
14 (Stata Corporation, College Station, Texas, USA). Central
and dispersion measures were used for numerical variables,
and relative frequencies for categorical variables. During the
bivariate analysis, we used the chi-square test to compare the
distribution of clinical stage according to the type of health
insurance and socioeconomic status. Age-adjusted incidence
and mortality rates were calculated for the Segi world
population (standard world population proposed by Segi in
1954, adjusted by Doll in 1966 and which has been used in
international comparative studies of cancer epidemiology)
using the direct method. Survival estimates were obtained
by the Kaplan Meier method and comparisons between
categories of variables were established using the Logrank
test. Multivariate analysis was carried out using Cox
proportional hazards models, but the results of these models
are presented as supplementary material since the number
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of observations (both cases and deaths from the event) was
very low and did not allow us to obtain precise estimates of
the independent effect of the variables.

Ethical Aspects
This study complied with the parameters stablished by the
Declaration of Helsinki of the World Medical Association
and Resolution 8430 of 1993 of the Colombian Ministry of
Health. This study was considered to have minimal risk since
there was no biological manipulation of the variables and
did not include procedures that would threaten the physical
and moral integrity of the subjects. It was approved by the
Ethics Committee of the Faculty of Health Sciences (Act 004
of 2020 consecutive CBCS-015).

RESULTS
Table 1 shows the distribution of incident cases and deaths
according to the study variables.

Incidence
The mean age at diagnosis was 61.2 years with a standard
deviation of 10.1 years, minimum age of 30 and maximum
age of 85 years. The most valid criterion for diagnosis
was the anatomopathological study in 100% of the cases.
Epithelial tissue, endometrioid subtype was the predominant
histological type (Supplementary Table 2). The most frequent
histologic stage was well differentiated (stage 1) in 44.8% of
the patients.
Statistically significant differences were found in clinical
staging according to the health insurance type (p = 0.011),
but not according to socioeconomic status (p = 0.881).
Figure 1 summarizes the AAIR by EC according to period of
diagnosis. No statistically significant differences in incidence
were observed in the three five-year periods studied.

Mortality
Nearly 50% of deaths occurred in women between 55 and
69 years of age. In the period between 2013 to 2017 the
highest risk of dying from EC was found in women between
70 and 84 years, while in the previous five-year periods,
mortality was mostly observed in women between 65 and 74
years. Figure 2 shows the AAIR according to the period of
diagnosis; there is an apparent increasing trend in mortality
in the last five-year period, but it’s not statistically significant.

Survival
EC-specific survival was 83.8% at 60 months of followup. Figure 3 shows the Kaplan-Meier survival plot for the
https://doi.org/10.17843/rpmesp.2021.384.8892
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Table 1. Distribution of incident cases and deaths due to endometrial
cancer. Manizales, 2003-2017.

a

Cases
n
%
75 100,0

89
121

42.4
57.6

22
53

29.3
707

202
8

96.2
3.8

73
23
29
31
54

34.8
11.0
13.8
14.8
25.6

160
40

76.2
19.0

52
17

69.3
22.7

5

2.4

6

8.0

2
3

1.0
1.4

0
0

0.0
0.0

37
117
20
36

17.6
55.7
9.5
17.2

ND
ND
ND
ND
ND

7
6
5
4

6.9
5.5

5.8
4.7

4.1

6.1
5
3.9

3.5

3
2
1
0

ND
ND

2003-2007

2008-2012

2013-2017

Adjusted rate with upper and lower confidence intervals.

Figure 1. Age-adjusted endometrial cancer incidence rate by time of diagnosis
(5-year period). Manizales 2003-2017.

ND
ND
ND
ND

Includes endometrial stromal tumors, mixed tumors and unspecified tumors
according to the WHO histological classification 2014.

ND: No data available for the variable in the database of deaths of the National
Administrative Department of Statistics (DANE).
Deaths do not necessarily correspond to patients included as incident cases in
the study period. Some deaths may correspond to incident patients outside the
study time window, or patients residing outside the municipality of Manizales at
the time of diagnosis who are not included as incident cases from the population
of Manizales.

entire set of cases analyzed. Table 2 summarizes the survival
estimates according to the variables of interest. Five-year
survival in patients diagnosed at stage I was almost double
of that observed in for stage IV patients. Similar differences
were obtained for survival by histologic type in those
patients with epithelial tumors compared to other histologic
types. The difference in survival was 12 percentage points
in women younger than 60 years. The simultaneous effects
of the predictors of survival are presented in Supplementary
Table 1.

DISCUSSION
This research is the first detailed description of incidence,
mortality and survival due to EC in Manizales. Age at
https://doi.org/10.17843/rpmesp.2021.384.8892

Rate per 100,000 women-years

Total
Age at diagnostic
<60 years
60 or older
Histology
Adenocarcinoma
Other a
Clinical stage
I
II
III
IV
No data
Health insurance
Contributive
Subsided
Special/exception/
prepaid
Not affiliated
No data
Socioeconomic status
Low
Medium
High
No data

Incident cases
n
%
210
100.0

diagnosis and distribution by histological type are similar
to those reported in other studies (4,5,17). The distribution
of incident cases according to health insurance type and
socioeconomic status is consistent with the behavior of these
variables in the general population of Manizales.
In Manizales, the frequency of early stages is low (61.5
vs. 77.2%) when compared with hospital case series (5,18). The
percentage of missing data for this variable is significant,
which may be a reflection of the barriers to patient access to
laboratory tests for the disease, as well as an indicator of the
lack of the information in the clinical records, particularly
for cases diagnosed during the first five years.
Regarding incidence, Manizales has a low risk of
developing the disease, which is similar to other cities in
Colombia and the world, (6,19-22). In regards to mortality,
AAIR per 100,000 women-years doubled in a decade, from
1.0 death in the period 2003 - 2007 to 2.0 deaths in 2013
- 2017; although this variation did not reach statistical

3.0
Rate per 100,000 women-years

Variable

8

2.6

2.5
2.0
1.5
1.0
0.5

2.7

2.0

1.9
1.6
1.0

1.2

1.4

0.4

0.0
2003-2007

2008-2012

2013-2017

Adjusted rate with upper and lower confidence intervals.

Figure 2. Age-adjusted endometrial cancer mortality rate by occurrence (5year period). Manizales, 2003-2017.
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Table 2. Estimates of cause-specific survival to endometrial cancer according to variables of interest. Manizales 2003-2017.

All cases

Cases
(N)

Deaths
(n)

12 m
%

24 m
%

36 m
%

48 m
%

60 m
%

210

31

95.1

88.3

86.1

84.4

83.8

Logrank
test

Time of diagnostic (5-year period)
2003-2007

62

4

100.0

94.2

94.2

94.2

94.2

2008-2012

67

11

97.0

90.3

87.0

85.2

83.5

81

16

90.1

83.9

82.6

79.8

79.8

Contributive

160

23

94.9

89.6

88.2

86.7

86.0

Subsided

40

6

97.4

88.4

85.0

81.3

81.3

Special/exception/prepaid

5

1

100.0

80.0

80.0

80.0

80.0

Not affiliated

2

0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

2013-2017
Health insurance

p=0.110

a

Socioeconomic status

p=0.960

b

Low

37

6

97.1

85.4

85.4

81.7

81.7

Medium

117

18

95.6

89.0

85.9

84.9

83.7

High

20

3

94.7

94.7

94.7

88.8

88.8

p=0.990

Age at diagnostic
<60 years

89

8

97.8

94.3

93.1

91.9

91.9

60 or older

121

23

93.0

84.5

82.4

80.2

79.0

202

27

96.4

90.5

88.8

86.9

86.3

8

4

62.5

46.9

46.9

46.9

46.9

73

2

98.6

97.2

97.2

97.2

97.2

p=0.016

Histology
Adenocarcinoma
Other and not specified c
Clinical stage
I

p=0.001

d

II

23

4

100.0

91.3

87.0

81.8

81.8

III

29

7

96.6

85.5

81.6

77.6

77.6

IV

31

11

82.7

69.0

60.4

518

51.8

p <0.001

a
Three cases without data are excluded; b 36 cases without data are excluded; c includes endometrial stromal tumors, mixed tumors, and unspecified tumors according to the
World Health Organization 2014 histological classification; d 54 cases without data were excluded.

significance, it is similar to the increase reported in other
studies (4,23).
The five-year specific survival rate obtained in Manizales
(83.8%) is similar to the relative survival for uterine corpus
cancer (81%) reported in 2019 by the American Cancer
Society as well as the one reported by the United States
Surveillance, Epidemiology and End Results (SEER)
Program (83%) for white women (2), which is plausible
considering that a large part of the population of Manizales
is white or mestizo.
In Manizales, age was a significant predictor of survival
in the unadjusted analysis and is consistent with the literature
(4,14)
, although the significance was not sustained during
the multivariate analysis. Regarding stage at diagnosis, the
distribution of survival is very similar to that reported by
SEER, with lower survival in advanced stages (2).
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In our study, tumor histology was not a predictor of
survival independent of age and clinical stage at diagnosis,
which differs from the concept that survival is lower when
EC histology is not epithelial (4,5,14,18,23). Recent research shows
that the risk profile of this type of cancer is constructed
from the molecular characteristics of the tumor (24-26), which
classifies tumors according to the presence of mutations,
instability in microsatellites and expression of estrogen and
progestin receptors, and HER2 (human epidermal receptor
2); these characteristics define the differences in the clinical
behavior of the disease. Therefore, it is important for cancer
registries to collect these new variables in order to adequately
analyze EC survival.
Unlike what has been observed in other cancers such as
cervical and breast cancer, socioeconomic status and health
insurance type did not show a significant effect on survival.
https://doi.org/10.17843/rpmesp.2021.384.8892
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0.75
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0.25
0
40

20
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Months of follow-up
95% CI

Survival curve

Figure 3. Kaplan-Meier plot for endometrial cancer survival (all cases)
Manizales, 2003-2017.

One of the limitations of the study is that although we
used the designation “population-based study”, it is not
plausible to assume perfect completeness (100%) in the
capture of new cases, so the real incidence in the population
may be underestimated. Nevertheless, the RPCa-M meets the
quality standards required for the publication of data in the
“Cancer Incidence in Five Continents” and previous quality
assessments qualify the RPCa-M as a high-quality registry
(27)
. Undoubtedly, the main limitation of the analyses is the
low number of observations in some categories of the studied
variables, which should lead to a cautious interpretation of
the results, particularly the survival estimates obtained using
the Cox proportional hazards model, as they are not very
precise. In addition, a significant percentage of missing data
was found for clinical staging and socioeconomic status, as
well as for the specific cause of death.
Our results contribute to the knowledge of the behavior
of endometrial cancer in the Colombian and Latin American

context. The data we obtained are useful for the country
because they allow identifying possibilities for adjustments in
medical care aimed at improving timely diagnosis based on
adequate diagnostic suspicion, which can reduce premature
deaths among women in Manizales. Eight out of ten women
survived at five years, which shows that the Colombian
health system effectively diagnoses and treats these patients.
However, our results may differ from what occurs in other
Colombian populations with less health infrastructure, so it
is necessary to conduct studies in other cities with adequate
population registries to consolidate knowledge about the
capacity of the health system to provide adequate care to
patients with EC.
In conclusion, the risk of becoming ill and dying from
endometrial cancer in Manizales is low and similar to what
has been reported for other populations in Colombia and
the world. Five-year survival rates show that the prognosis is
good overall, but there is still room for interventions aimed
at increasing the proportion of cases diagnosed in early
stages, since this is the most important prognostic variable.
It is necessary to continue improving the quality of the data
collected by the RPCa-M.
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